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It is found that the volume of a cone is
J of the volume of a cylinder of the same
base and altitude, or, the volume of a cone =
This ratio has been proved to be about
3.14159, and in common use we have the
formula—
Area of circle — 3.1416 X ?2
We use this number so often in mathe-
matics, and it is so long, we have agreed to
use a letter to stand for it—the Greek letter
v (pi), and so the formula reads:
Area of circle = it X r2
Problems.   1. How many acres in a cir-
cular park of radius 320 rd. ?
Area of circle == tt X ?2
r = 320 rd.
3.1416V 320V 320
Area in acres =	~	
160
2. Do you see that two circles will compare
in area as the squares of their radii?    A
100
25
or 4 times as
circle of radius 10 ft. is
large as one whose radius is 5 ft.
There are other ways of finding the area
of a circle, given in your arithmetics. Com-
pare them with this method.
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Fig. 5.
Volumes. A
general princi-
ple we may
follow in find-
i n g volumes,
as in finding
areas, is to
compare the
new solid with one whose volume we know.
Compare the pyramid with the square
prism of the same base and altitude (Fig. 5).
area of base X n
 (1)	Make both in cardboard; fill pyramid
with salt, sugar or sand and fill the square
prism from it.   What do you find?
 (2)	Cut both figures out of soap or potato,
or make out of clay.
 (3)	Weigh them.   How do they compare
in weight?
 (4)	See  how much water  each   of  the
solids   displaces.    How  do  the  quantities
compare ?
 (5)	Can you think of any other way to
compare them?
 (6)	From careful comparisons it is found
that the volume of a pyramid is J the volume
of a prism of equal base and altitude, or, the
volume of a pyramid
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Flff. 6.
Problems. 1. How
much space in a tent
12 feet in diameter
and 9 ft. high?
(Fig. 7).
2.	How    many
cones 2 inches in diameter and 4 inches
will a quart of ice cream fill?
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3.	How   much
space in the largest
of the  Great Pyra-
mids, if its base is
764 ft.  square,  and
its altitude is 480 ft.?
Sphere. There is
an interesting method
of finding the sur-
face of a sphere.
(Fig. 9)
Fis*
(1) Cut the sphere
into hemispheres.
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(2)	Wind cord about the fiat surface of
the halves, and also around the curved sur-
face, as indicated in ||
the drawing.    (Fig.
10)
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 (3)	Then compare
lengths of two cords.
 (4)	It    is   found
that the cord cover-
ing the curved sur-
face is twice as long as the one covering the
flat surface.   So the a^-ea of the entire curved
surface   of   a   spuo*a   is
equal to the area of the
surface of 4 circles lika the
Fig-.
one measured, whicu is a
great circle of the sphere.
So the fact is expressed in this way:    The
area of the surface of a sphere is equal
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Compare volumes of cone and cylinder
(Fig. 6)   as you did pyramid and prism.
 to four times the area of one of its great
circles., or, the area of a sphere = 4 X v X r2'

